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2018-19 Ford Mustang RTR Badge Kit 

Component Identification 

 

1.  RTR Fender Badge   2 

2.  RTR Grille Badge   1 

3.  RTR  Dash Plaque   1  

 

 

NOTE: In addition to common hand tools, this installa-

tion requires the use of plastic no –scratch pry tools, 

painters tape, utility knife, small bubble level and 3M 

General Purpose Adhesive Cleaner PN 08984 or equiv-

alent. 

1. Fender Badge. Apply painters tape around the OEM 

badge in all areas where you intend to pry. Using the adhe-

sive cleaner, soak the badge backing and pry the badge off of 

the fender.    

2. Once removed, use the adhesive cleaner to clean the 

fender of any and all residue from the OEM badge. 

3. Using a utility knife, carefully trim the excess adhe-

sive off of the Fender Badge. 

4. Carefully position the RTR Badge on the fender as 

shown, so that it covers both holes. With the car on 

level ground, place a level across the top of the Badge 

to get a true horizontal and mark with tape. Use a sec-

ond piece of tape to mark the vertical position.   
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5. Remove adhesive backing from the RTR Badge and 

apply the Badge to the fender inside the guide tape. 

6. Repeat steps 1-6 on the opposite side of the vehicle. 

7. Grille Badge. Remove the adhesive backing from the RTR 

Grille Badge and install it as shown.   

8. When properly installed, the Badge is to be 6 ovals 

up from the bottom and 3 1/2 ovals to the left of the 

drivers side edge.  

9. Dash Plaque. Carefully apply adhesive cleaner to the 

OEM badge backing to loosen it from the dash panel.  

10. Using a plastic panel tool, gently pry the OEM 

badge out of the dash panel.  
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11. Remove any and all residue from the dash panel recess 

using the adhesive cleaner.  

12. Remove the adhesive backing from the RTR Dash Plaque 

and apply it as shown in the dash panel recess. RTR Recom-

mends wiping the dash panel down with an interior surface 

dressing to restore any sheen that was lost from exposure to 

the adhesive cleaner.   
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